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Abstract

Climate change as a global crisis demands a shift from a fossil fuel-based economy to-
wards sustainable solutions. Cyanobacteria are promising organisms for the truly sustainable,
carbon-neutral production of various chemicals. However, so far, proof of concepts for large-
scale cyanobacterial productions that produce industrial-relevant amounts of desired products
are lacking. To systematically address this topic, a comprehensive overview that identifies
current obstacles and solutions is missing.

We conducted a quantitative survey among researchers in the cyanobacterial community.
This work investigates individual experiences and challenges in the field of cyanobacteria, as
well as information about specific protocols. Additionally, qualitative interviews with academic
experts were conducted. Their answers were compared, and highlights were summarised.

In this work, we provide for the first time a comprehensive overview of current trends and
challenges as perceived by researchers in the field of cyanobacteria. Based on the results of the
survey and interviews, we formulate a set of recommendations on how to improve the working
conditions within the cyanobacteria research community.

1 Introduction

Cyanobacteria have fascinated the microbiology community for many decades. Unlike any other
bacterium, they grow with the help of oxygenic photosynthesis. This allows them to fix carbon
from the atmosphere and convert it into complex chemicals that represent valuable products for
industrial applications. Hence, many researchers predicted that cyanobacteria will play a significant
role in a fossil-free, carbon-neutral industry of the future.

Despite these high expectations, so far, cyanobacteria are only used for the production of
specialized compounds, such as fine chemicals or pigments, or as a food supplement in the case
of Spirulina. In this work, we will shed light on what are the biggest obstacles when it comes to
working with cyanobacteria and what researchers, who work with these organisms, consider the
main challenges.

2 Methods

We combined a quantitative survey with qualitative interviews to get a better understanding of
the current challenges within the cyanobacterial research community.

2.1 Questionnaire

A comprehensive questionnaire was created and distributed among the members of the cyanobac-
terial research community to get an overview of the current opinions from within the community.
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The questionnaire was distributed via email, Twitter, and through colleagues. The document con-
tained two categories: 1) Scaled questions were used to rate trends in the field. 2) Qualitative
questions allowed the participants to provide in-depth answers. We independently categorized
the qualitative answers into a set of groups, which were based on the answers given. Afterward,
categories were compared and discussed.

2.2 Expert interviews

To get in-depth knowledge about the current situation in the cyanobacterial research community,
we conducted interviews with renowned experts from the field. Each interview was about one hour
in length. All experts we talked to were professors in the field of cyanobacteria. The questions cov-
ered three topics: potential products from cyanobacteria, tools, and techniques, and social aspects
of the cyanobacterial research community. The most relevant key thoughts from all interviews
were extracted, and representing quotes are presented in the results section.

2.3 Literature search

We analyzed the methods sections of 349 randomly selected open-access publications working with
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. From this, we extracted the cultivation conditions, like light intensity
or growth temperature. These data were also used to validate the representability of the researchers
who participated in our questionnaire.

2.4 Data Analysis and Availability

The raw and cleaned data from the survey, the data of the literature as well as the Jupyter Notebook
analyzing the data are available on figshare (10.6084/m9.figshare.23282879). For analysis of the
data, the Python packages, jupyter notebook ([11]), numpy ([5]), matplotlib ([9]), and pandas
([14]) were used.

3 Results & Discussion

For this project, we asked 143 researchers within the cyanobacterial research community about
their opinion in the field. The participants were mostly male (53 %), while 41 % were female,
and 1 % identified as diverse (Fig. 1A). The remaining 5 % preferred not to specify their gender
(Fig. 1A). The majority of the participants are located in Europe (114 out of 143), with the rest of
them spread among the rest of the world (Fig. 1B). The group of participants consisted of mostly
experienced researchers: 28 % worked with cyanobacteria for 2 - 5 years and 18 % for 5 - 10
years (Fig. 1C). The largest portion, 38 %, worked for more than 10 years in the field (Fig. 1C).
The vast majority of 90 % are academic researchers (Fig. 1D). Of those, 98 % had at least one
university degree, 42 % were postdoctoral researchers or on tenure track positions, and 16 % were
full professors (Fig. 1E). The experts we interviewed were all professors working for more than
10 years with cyanobacteria. The results from their interviews are integrated as quotes in the
following sections.

3.1 Challenges and opportunities of cyanobacterial research

Based on the results of the questionnaire, it is evident that the biggest challenge when working
with cyanobacteria appears to be a lack of knowledge about the metabolism of cyanobacteria,
including databases and proper annotation (Fig. 2A). As one expert put it: “Something as simple
and basic as genome annotation is still an area where there is opportunity for improvement.” Even
once data like genome annotations are created, they are not always properly managed: “The
problem with all these databases is that someone starts them, and then the money runs out, and no
one updates them anymore.” A recent initiative CyanoCyc (https://cyanocyc.org/) attempts
to end this problem by providing a paid service that curates genomic and metabolic information
of cyanobacteria. Another frequently mentioned problem is the lack of standards, such as a widely
accepted model strain like Escherichia coli K12. Although many researchers work with the strain
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (34 % of all participants), there are many different substrains used,
which sometimes heavily differ in their phenotypes (see Section 3.3.3).

One survey participant expands on this, saying “One major problem is the usage of too many
different model strains. In the case of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 nearly every institute uses their
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Figure 1: Background information about the participants of this questionnaire. A)
gender, B) geographical region, C) experience working with cyanobacteria (years), D) sector of
work, E) academic background. N = 143.

own strain.” We will dive deeper into the reproducibility of cyanobacterial research in Section
3.3.3.

When asked about the specific methods and tools, which are limiting their work, many different
aspects were considered hindering (Fig. 2B). More than half of the participants considered molec-
ular cloning, high-throughput methods, bioinformatic tools, and cultivation methods the most
pressing aspects (in descending order).

The problem is further described by a comment of another participant: ”Inefficiency in the field
of synthetic biology for cyanobacteria: The advent of ‘commercializable’ cyanobacterial biotechnol-
ogy rather came with more unnecessary competition, ‘every second’ metabolic engineering paper
shows another comparison of genetic part performance that is not comparable to other studies (due
to lacking standards), claiming to provide another new ‘genetic toolbox for cyanobacterial engineer-
ing’. But still, every introduction goes: ‘[...] limited selection of genetic tools for cyanobacteria
[...].’ In fact, the limited tools are just re-iterated from study to study, with inconsistencies between
labs.”

The expert interviews revealed further obstacles to cyanobacterial cultivation. For example,
light availability within reactor systems is a limiting factor for cyanobacterial growth ([8]). The
main issue is the light penetration from outside into a water column (normally sunlight or, alter-
natively, LED light). While at the outer layers, light intensity is high, inner layers are light-limited
([6, 13]). Different ways to overcome this problem have been proposed. Either by thorough mixing
of the culture, cells move between outer and inner layers to get, on average, enough light ([8, 2]).
While this creates fluctuating light conditions for the cells, it has been shown that this has no effect
on photoinhibition or non-photochemical quenching ([2]). Other alternatives include the reduction
of light-harvesting complexes by genetic manipulation ([18]), thin-layer reactor designs, or internal
illumination by LEDs ([6]).

When the participants of the questionnaire were asked what they considered challenging about
the work with cyanobacteria, they mentioned the slow creation of genetic mutants as well as
inconsistencies regarding cyanobacterial taxonomy (including different nomenclatures for genes).
Recently, major improvements regarding the cyanobacterial taxonomy and nomenclature have
been announced, which will make naming new cyanobacterial strains in the future easier and more
reliable ([17]).

Although faced with challenges when working with cyanobacteria, the questionnaire partici-
pants saw many fields where cyanobacteria could help answer open research questions (Fig. 2C).
Among the top-ranked areas were 1) climate challenge preventions, 2) ecology, and 3) new model
strains.
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Figure 2: Challenges when working with cyanobacteria. Answers provided by the partic-
ipants of the questionnaire. A) biggest challenges when working with cyanobacteria (one answer
possible, N = 122), B) tools and methods which need improvement (three answers possible, N =
139), C) research areas where work with cyanobacteria could provide answers (up to three answers
possible, N = 140).

3.2 Challenges and opportunities within the cyanobacteria research com-
munity

Besides specific problems of working with cyanobacteria, the participants were also asked what they
wanted to change about how the cyanobacterial research community works together. In coherence
with the data shown in Fig. 2A, the researchers stated that increasing reproducibility and creating
standard operating procedures are among their top priorities (Fig. 3A). Furthermore, participants
highlighted that the competition within the group, as well as a lack of cooperation, is something
that they would like to change in the future.

Consequently, when the participants were asked about improvements to the identified chal-
lenges, many stated they would favor more collaboration between labs, including more standardized
methods and procedures (Fig. 3B).

Several comments in the open text section mentioned specific measures that could be taken,
like “a standardized, minimized set of information, which has to be reported about culturing -
analogous to e.g. MIQE,” or “a website/server, which provides working and verified protocols.
Something like www. openwetware. org especially for cyanobacteria. Such an encyclopedia would
improve reproducibility in the community.” With regard to the latter comment, we would like to
highlight the already existing protocol collection of 45 protocols (at the time of writing) specifically
tailored to cyanobacteria provided by members of the community on www.protocols.io (https:
//www.protocols.io/workspaces/cyanoworld). In the future, the list of protocols could be
extended or verified to create a set of core protocols, for example, in an event like a hackathon.

Furthermore, an ”index of expertise” was mentioned. ”A list of institutes and scientists with
their expertise would be very useful. [...] Next to the technical fields, such a list could also provide
information about the research focus.” We would like to highlight the newly created website www.

cyano.world, which features such a list (https://www.cyano.world/labs). However, the set-up
of this list just started, and available information is still limited at the time of writing, but it is
likely to grow in the future.

It also became apparent that larger organized collaborations could improve the effectiveness
of several research projects. ”Strengths and resources need to be pooled more. Bigger consortia
that actually collaborate with each other in a synergistic fashion, including open data sharing [and]
pre-publication. Instead of six labs that each develop their own modular cloning strategy, six labs
[should] discuss and develop [a] common strategy (strategies), with comparative studies in each
lab.”

Another problem mentioned was the lack of any organized structures which could represent the
cyanobacterial community. This could also include sharing certain tasks or the specialization of
different working groups, for example, to coordinate tasks like managing databases. The partic-
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ipants suggested a better exchange of knowledge and improved comparability of data. This also
includes the publication of negative results or problems within studies.

Lastly, in coherence with the results from Fig. 2A, the researchers also demanded more basic
research to get a better understanding of cyanobacteria and the development of better tools like
high-throughput methods or model strains.

Figure 3: Unique problems within the cyanobacterial research community. A) Sugges-
tions for aspects that should change how the cyanobacterial research community works (N = 88),
B) suggested means to achieve the changes mentioned in A) (N = 113).

3.3 Lack of reproducibility and standards

From our experience working with cyanobacteria, we anticipated some level of complexity with
regard to cultivation, especially considering the large diversity among cyanobacterial strains. The
goal of this part of the survey was to identify common themes across cyanobacteria and highlight
areas for improving reproducibility. Since “reproducibility” was mentioned many times by the
participants, we dedicated an entire section to this topic.

We encountered a plethora of strains used by the participants ranging from marine, over toxic,
to soil cyanobacteria, covering a wide range of cyanobacterial species (Fig. 4A). However, six strains
stood out: Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (hereafter Syne6803), Synechoccocus elongatus PCC 7942,
Microcystis aeruginosa NIES-843, Nostoc sp. PCC 7120, Synechococcus sp. UTEX 2973, and
Synechoccocus sp. PCC 7002 (Fig. 4A). Those strains are not surprising as they are either the
cyanobacterial model strains for their respective class of cyanobacteria or emerging strains. The
majority of the participants stated to work with the model strain Syne6803 (Fig. 4A). Due to the
amount of data on Syne6803 from this survey, we focused our analysis on those responses to get
reliable quantifications. Further, we analyzed a random selection of 349 open-access publications,
which involve Syne6803, to get a better understanding of whether our survey data are representative
of the cyanobacterial community. We encourage readers to also have a look at the underlying data
to find more information on other strains.

For Syne6803, several wild-type (WT) strains are known, which can have vastly different phe-
notypes regarding, among others, their motility or glucose sensitivity ([30, 15]). However, those
details about the specific WT strains used in the respective studies are often not mentioned in the
final publication. Further, based on personal communication with colleagues and our own experi-
ence, we know that, for example, some genes are essential in a certain WT background, whereas
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in another WT background, they can easily be knocked out. Again, those relevant information are
usually also missing in the final publication. Thus, we invite all readers to also include information
in the final publication about, for example, a failure of a gene knock-out in one WT strain while
successful in another WT strain.

To assess the uniformity within the Syne6803 community, we asked the questionnaire par-
ticipants to share information about the most common growth parameters, like light intensity,
temperature, shaking speed, CO2 concentration, medium recipes, optical density (OD) measure-
ments, and more. We further analyzed those factors in 349 open-access publications working with
Syne6803. First, we find a strong overlap between the cultivation conditions mentioned in those
papers and the results of our survey. This indicates that the survey results nicely represent the liter-
ature and, thus, the large Syne6803 community, assuming that the randomly selected publications
are also a representative selection (Fig. 4B and C).

One would expect some variety within growth parameters, given the just mentioned different
WT backgrounds. While we identified two commonly used and very similar growth temperatures of
28°C and 30°C, with a clear preference for 30°C (Fig. 4B), we see large differences among the light
intensity. Most strains are cultivated at 50 µE (Fig. 4C). However, the range of light intensities
used to routinely grow Syne6803 ranges from as low as 10 µE up to 200 µE (Fig. 4C). We believe
that those different light intensities used to grow Syne6803 will have an effect over time, such
that presumably identical strains from the same background have differentiated into two different
strains by laboratory evolution and adaptation to different light intensities. We hypothesize that
if those strains would be analyzed, we would encounter similar phenotypes as for high-light and
low-light adapted marine Prochlorococcus strains ([3]). However, without thorough analysis, we
cannot tell whether those different growth conditions have an effect on the physiology of the cells.

For growing Syne6803, BG11 medium is used in almost all cases. As such, the term “standard
BG11” is commonly used. However, when analyzing the publications, several different origins of
the BG11 medium are cited. We did not ask the participants to specify the origin of their BG11
medium, so we do not know any specifics here. However, when analyzing the literature data,
we find that almost half of the participants either did not specify the origin or use the protocol
established by Roger Stanier and colleagues from 1971 ([24]), making the protocol from 1971 the
presumably “standard BG11” medium (Fig. 4D). Interestingly, this protocol is identical to Rippka
et al., 1979 and Castenholz, 1988, and in most instances, Rippka et al., 1979 are cited as the origin
([21, 4]) (Fig. 4D). Sometimes even Stanier et al., 1979 is cited, which links to Rippka et al., 1979
when following the DOI. We do not know if the author’s order has changed over time or if there
are different PDF versions available, but as for now, we believe that Stanier et al., 1979 is wrongly
cited in those cases. When we analyzed the composition of the different BG11 media available,
we found that for most parts, they are almost identical with some differences for Allen, 1968 and
Herdman et al., 1973 and a more recent adaptation by Shcolnick et al., 2007, which is known
under the name YBG11, and two new compositions by van Alphen and colleagues (2015 and 2018)
([1, 7, 23, 28, 27]; 10.6084/m9.figshare.23282879).

The largest difference among BG11 media is found in the iron composition, which has no effect
on the final iron concentration in the medium (10.6084/m9.figshare.23282879). However, we know
from personal communications that there are some minor differences between the used chemicals.
For example, instead of K2HPO4, some labs use KH2PO4 or CoCl2 instead of Co(NO3)2. The
latter allows for the complete removal of nitrogen from the BG11 medium. Those details are,
however, often not mentioned as they might not have a large effect on the overall BG11 medium
composition.

Further, the wavelength at which the optical density (OD) is measured differed, with 730 nm
and 750 nm being the most widely used options. While measuring OD as a proxy for cell biomass
is easy, it is a problematic quantity without additional information like cell count or cell dry
weight. It has been shown that OD measurements are very difficult to compare between different
labs ([16, 25]). Measuring OD at different wavelengths adds to this problem because it has been
shown that even presumably identical Syne6803 strains show differences in the absorption spectra
([15]). Reporting the correct biomass is really important when working, for example, with inducers,
because different cell biomass will have an effect on inducer concentration per cell.

Further, we also observed differences in the CO2 concentration and pH values and buffers used
when growing Syne6803. However, in most cases, no additional CO2 was supplied or mentioned.
In addition, we found various pH values of the medium and buffers used. Here, TES (5 different
concentrations mentioned) and HEPES (8 different concentrations mentioned) are the most used
buffers with a pH of either 7.5 or 8 for Syne6803. One survey participant also mentioned this
issue: ”By studying the ‘Method’-section of published research papers from different groups across
Germany, I realized many differences in basic methods. For example, so far as I know, the basic
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recipe of BG11-medium contains NaHCO3 as a pH buffer. However, many groups use routinely
TES or HEPES. Previously, I found a paper in which the authors completely waived the buffer
and titrated the BG11-medium directly with NaOH and HCl to a pH of 8.0. The usage of different
model strains coupled with deviating methods decreases reproducibility.”

Lastly, most of the participants mentioned that they store their strains as cyro-stocks (Fig. 4E).
However, almost one quarter did use other methods. Most of those stored their strains on agar
plates, which is, in our opinion, not a reliable technique for the long-term storage of Syne6803 cells.
While you might select certain cells by unthawing your cryo-stock, those cells should have identical
genotypes, and selection is based on cell viability rather than genotype. Whereas on agar plates,
mutations occur faster than in cryo-stocks, even though slower than in liquid culture, and the
likelihood for selection based on different genotypes is higher from restreaking. We acknowledge
that cryo-preservation is impossible for many cyanobacterial species. However, for the analyzed
Syne6803 it is. We would like to highlight that bacteria mutate fast, and storing them in liquid
culture is probably not ideal. It has been shown that “strains can rapidly deviate from their original
genotype, which can sometimes lead to noticeable phenotypic differences” and that precautions like
cryo-preservation of background strains can mitigate those problems ([19]).

Figure 4: Growth conditions of cyanobacteria. A) Most commonly used cyanobacterial strain,
B) temperature used for cultivation, C) light intensity used for cultivation, D) reference used for
the BG11 medium most commonly used, E) techniques for the storage of cyanobacteria. The
results are based on 143 answers provided by the participants of the questionnaire. Additionally,
for B), C), and D), 349 open-access research publications involved work with Synechocystis sp.
PCC 6803 were screened, and their answers were compared to the ones from the questionnaire.

3.4 Challenges and potential of cyanobacteria for industrial applications

Since cyanobacteria are still behind their expectations regarding their potential for sustainable
production of industrial goods, we asked the survey and interviewed participants more specifically
about this topic.

When asked about challenges for the industrial usage of cyanobacteria, participants selected
large-scale cultivation as the most limiting factor (Fig. 5A). One of the reasons why it is difficult
to upscale cyanobacteria cultures has been described by one expert as the following: ”Probably
the biggest issue [of upscaling cyanobacterial production] is contamination. As soon as you scale
up, you cannot prevent contamination.” At the same time, one expert stated that the cultivation
of cyanobacteria always results in the dilemma that more axenic growth conditions also increase
the cultivation costs. So far, we are still lacking a tolerant production strain that withstands
contaminations, as well as high temperatures, light intensity, and salt concentrations. Even though
there have been advantages in all individual fields ([29, 12]), a robust strain comparable to the
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production strain E. coli is still lacking. The recent development of new high-density cultivation
systems, for example, by the German Start-Up CellDEG (https://celldeg.com/), can help to
unlock the potential of already existing strains like Syne6803.

The lack of proper upscaling results in relatively high prices compared to heterotrophic bacteria:
”The competition with heterotrophs will always be unfair unless we are able to charge a premium
for the fact that it is a CO2-based product” as one expert stated.

”Understanding where we can compete with current production costs can point us to what we
can produce with this system. That’s what happened in the field of biocatalysis, where there was
a shift from bulk chemicals to fine chemicals, and that’s the same what happened with bioplastic
production, where there was a shift from producing plastic bags (super cheap) to implants (high-cost
production).” Recent life cycle assessments and techno-economic analyses demonstrated that the
current production costs for cyanobacteria, exemplified for the bioplastic polyhydroxy butyrate
(PHB), are not economically viable ([20, 22]). However, they also highlight strategies to reach
profitability. Major drivers of production costs are product yield, equipment costs, and labor and
maintenance costs ([22]). First, production yield could be improved through genetic modifications
([22]). As most costs are fixed, the costs per product unit will be significantly reduced by increasing
product yield. Next, the selection and costs of the reactor system influence the production costs,
especially the volume-to-surface ratio, which influences the productivity of phototrophs, is a major
factor ([22]). Last, biorefinery approaches that produce more than one product from the cell
biomass, like PHB and pigments, are a solution to make cyanobacterial production economically
viable ([20]). However, those concepts are still understudied. Depending on those factors, the
break-even minimum selling price, in the case of PHB, can be decreased from 449€/kg down to
7.7€/kg, while the current PHB market price is at 4€/kg ([20, 22]). Similar results are probably
obtained for other bulk chemicals like polypropylene/polyethylene, polylactic acid, or ethanol.

While we agree with the experts’ opinions, we believe that higher prices might not be necessary
if the true cost of production (including the environmental damage caused by CO2 emissions) is
included in the price of competing products. While it would be a fast intervention to charge a
premium to the consumers, this would not be a sustainable, long-term solution. In the long run,
it will be necessary to implement substantial regulatory changes, such as higher CO2 taxes, which
would consequently favor cyanobacterial products.

Furthermore, another expert stated that ”GMO acceptability is still an obstacle” when it comes
to commercializing cyanobacterial products. Hence it is crucial to have a societal discussion about
this topic since ”we cannot really do anything without genetic engineering.”

In addition, we believe that a lack of GRAS (Generally Recognized As Safe) status for cyanobac-
teria is an obstacle. So far, only Spirulina is considered safe for human consumption. However, al-
most all molecular tools are developed for other cyanobacterial strains since working with Spirulina
has been challenging. Recently, researchers from Lumen Bioscience (https://www.lumen.bio/)
managed to genetically modify Spirulina and published the protocol ([10, 26]). We believe that
this will facilitate the adoption of cyanobacteria as production hosts. Furthermore, we believe that
the increase of cyanobacterial strains with GRAS status will further boost the biotechnological
adaptation of these microorganisms.

When asked about potential compounds, which may be produced in cyanobacteria, the answers
were widespread (Fig. 5B). The most frequently given answers were pigments, chemicals, and food
supplements, which is in line with currently available products from Spirulina production. One
expert mentioned that the potential of cyanobacteria to fix nitrogen might be exploited for food
production. At the same time, another expert highlighted that it is difficult to produce well-tasting
cyanobacteria due to their own natural taste.

Further products mentioned were special chemicals/products of photocatalysis (Fig. 5C). Addi-
tionally, the usage of cyanobacteria for energy carriers, such as hydrogen or biofuels, was mentioned.

Despite the wide field of potential applications, several experts stated that the cyanobacterial
community still lacks a sense of entrepreneurship. As one expert said, ”maybe what we need is also
an example of ‘yes, we can do it’.” He also mentioned that, in order to make cyanobacteria more
successful, ”we need the influencers, we need pioneers, we need leading countries.”

3.5 Conclusion

Our analysis revealed that there are large variations in how different research groups work with
cyanobacteria. Hence, establishing standards for the entire community would be a crucial step to
improve the quality of data and hypotheses generated.

Based on the reproducibility analysis of Syne6803, it would be, as one participant mentioned,
”extremely useful if the [...] community could manage to agree on one” strain. Further, we like
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Figure 5: Industrial applications of cyanobacteria. A) Challenges for industrial usage of
cyanobacteria (N = 132), B) potential use (N = 127), and C) specific products derived from
cyanobacteria (N = 79).

to encourage everyone to make cryo stocks from their Syne6803 strains and use a fresh batch for
every important set of experiments. As for growth conditions, we propose to use 50 µE and 30°C
and the BG11 medium from Stanier et al., 1971 without any additional buffer. Feel free to refer
to this composition as the ”standard BG11.” We encourage you to measure the light spectra of
your incubator or get the light specifications from the manufacturer as a CSV file and share it in
the supplement of your future publications. Keep using OD measurements (at least at 730 nm)
as a proxy for cell biomass, as it is easy and reliable within a lab. However, we propose making
calibration curves with cell counts at least once a year to have this additional information ready to
share with your publication. Applying those measures will increase the reproducibility of Syne6803
research substantially. Not all of those suggestions apply to other cyanobacterial strains, but we
encourage you to think about increasing the reproducibility of your strain as best as possible.

In accordance with the opinion of our experts and the wide cyanobacteria research community,
we would encourage the founding of more start-ups and industry collaboration. This would leverage
the upscaling of cyanobacterial cultivation, which is another major limiting factor regarding their
commercialization. Finally, more political support is necessary, for example, regarding regulating
GMOs, to unleash the full potential of cyanobacterial biotechnology.

While there are still many obstacles when it comes to the application of cyanobacteria, we see
the potential for long-term projects, assuming the proposed measures are implemented.

4 Conclusion

This survey provides valuable insights into the challenges and opportunities within the cyanobac-
teria research community. It is evident that establishing supporting infrastructure, such as a
maintained database for omics data and laboratory protocols, is crucial. Further, the commu-
nity highlighted their wish for more collaboration and larger research consortia over fragmented
projects. However, connections between laboratories need to be addressed to improve efficiency.

Standardizing research practices and establishing guidelines for working with cyanobacteria
would greatly enhance data quality and reproducibility. Based on the reproducibility analysis of
Syne6803, it would be, as one participant mentioned, “extremely useful if the [...] community
could manage to agree on one” strain for Syne6803. Further, we like to encourage everyone to
make cryo stocks from their Syne6803 strains and use a fresh batch for every important set of
experiments. As for growth conditions, we propose to use 50 µE and 30°C and the BG11 medium
from Stanier et al., 1971 without any additional buffer as “standard” growth conditions. We
encourage you to measure the light spectra of your incubator or get the light specifications from
the manufacturer as a CSV file and share it in the supplement of your future publications. Keep
using OD measurements (at least at 730 nm) as a proxy for cell biomass, as it is easy and reliable
within a lab. However, we propose making calibration curves with cell counts at least once a
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year to have this additional information ready to share with your publication. Applying those
measures will increase the reproducibility of Syne6803 research substantially. Not all of those
suggestions apply to other cyanobacterial strains, but we encourage you to think about increasing
the reproducibility of your strain as best as possible.

The cyanobacteria research community recognizes the challenges in utilizing cyanobacteria as
a biotechnology production platform. However, they also acknowledge the immense potential
once these challenges are overcome. Encouraging the establishment of start-ups and fostering
industry collaboration can facilitate the scaling of cyanobacterial cultivation. Additionally, political
support is crucial, particularly in regulating GMOs, to fully unlock the potential of cyanobacterial
biotechnology.

Although obstacles remain, long-term projects hold promise if the proposed measures are im-
plemented effectively.
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